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KITCHEN Fraser tartan from Lochcarron brings drama to the seating area of this basement room, in which grey Ikea units are paired 
with Delft tiles by Petra Palumbo. A light from Andy Thornton hangs over an oak table found on 1stDibs and adapted by Armaria  

to suit the space. BREAKFAST ROOM The wallpaper was created to match Nicky’s ‘Balcony Stripe’ linen in green. Cupboards in Farrow 
& Ball’s ‘Calke Green’ pick up on faux-bamboo chairs from Mid Century and Co. The painting Transformed Green is by Rob Wyn Yates

‘The detail  and layered nuances achieved by all  the 
specialist craftsmen in this house are astonishing’

I
t is not an easy task to turn two dilapidated 
flats into a gloriously elegant, exuberant 
and functioning townhouse in the space of 
nine months. Such is the achievement of 
Studio QD, in collaboration with legendary 
designer Nicky Haslam, who sprinkles his 
stardust on many of their design projects.

Nicky wound up his own company five 
years ago and now collaborates exclusively 
with Studio QD’s founders, Jena Quinn 
and Lucy Derbyshire. Having both worked 
for him as senior designers over two dec-

ades, they set up their own business in 2016 and now have 
projects on both sides of the Atlantic. ‘We had worked 
together for so long, it was a natural transition,’ explains 
Jena. ‘Nicky taught us how to bring humour and fantasy 
into decoration. He expected us to bring his ideas to life 
– with our own individual flair.’

This formidable trio turned their attention to historian 
Flora Fraser’s newly acquired London house in March 
2019. With astonishing speed, the flats were combined, 
the house replumbed and rewired, and – guided by the 
architect Tchaik Chassay and London-based company 
Keystone Building Restoration – the space was sensitively 

reconfigured. Flora moved in as the decorating finished, 
mere weeks before the first lockdown of 2020 struck.

‘My schoolfriend Zareen Kamal found the house,’ Flora 
says. ‘Nicky and I had worked together before and I knew 
I couldn’t manage without him. I had only two requests – 
to open up the hall and to have my bedroom decorated like 
a Thirties ocean liner.’ It was music to Nicky’s ears, steeped 
as he is in a cocktail of European classicism, transatlantic 
zest and unrivalled knowledge of Thirties design.

As you come into the hall – so often wasted space – the 
wall has been replaced by four supporting columns, opening 
up a generous dining area of classic French proportions 
envisaged by Nicky as a ‘synthesis of floral formality’. A 
framed silver gelatin print on a vast gunnera leaf, by 
Dominique Lacloche, commands the space. On the dining-
chair backs is the Brunschwig & Fils fern fabric that was 
used for the sofa, chairs and curtains of Flora’s childhood 
drawing room. As the eye sweeps you through the enfilade 
of space towards her study – or workroom, as Flora refers 
to it – you glimpse Le Manach’s ‘Madame Elisabeth’ floral 
cotton in the form of curtains and cupboard panels.

Virtually everything in the house is bespoke – one marvels 
at the quality of the creative detail. To break up the long wall 
opposite the Lacloche leaf, square panels of MDF, painted 
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